INRIX ON-STREET PARKING
BIG DATA HELPS DRIVERS PARK FASTER, SMARTER

INRIX offers a versatile API that allows drivers to find and compare on-street parking based on location, availability and price easily and quickly.

EVERYONE PARKS... WHICH AFFECTS EVERYONE

$600M per city
55 hours
20% of urban traffic is caused by drivers searching for parking
60%
30%
40%

A MOVEMENT TOWARDS SMART PARKING

INRIX On-Street Parking provides a turn-key parking solution to help drivers park faster and smarter.

BIG DATA HELPS DRIVERS PARK FASTER, SMARTER

INRIX offers a versatile API that allows drivers to find and compare on-street parking based on location, availability and price easily and quickly.

60% of drivers spend more than 5 minutes looking for parking
30% of drivers leave before finding a parking spot
40% of drivers spend more than 5 minutes looking for parking

END-TO-END PARKING SERVICES FOR DRIVERS

INRIX API provides a complete view of parking options for drivers that automakers can build right into their navigation systems.

HOW IT WORKS

Powered by data from a variety of sources, INRIX On-Street Parking helps drivers park faster and smarter.

LEVERAGING DATA TO GET YOUR CUSTOMERS PARKED

INRIX On-Street Parking provides everything you need to build a parking solution for your customers.

CONTACT INRIX FOR MORE INFORMATION: busdev@inrix.com and www.inrix.com/products/parking